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Features
The news is the shine! It’s smooth, gleaming, and gorgeous on this eye-catching
engineered maple collection. The high-gloss, metro-smooth surface with subtle
distressing makes the floor more forgiving of wear and activity.
Extremely fashionable, Metropolitan Maple features leading-edge colors—mottled,
shaded tones that range from coffee browns to new, trendy charcoal. The color
variation within each board adds greatly to the visual interest.
Simply superior performance. The last manufacturing step is an important one:
Metropolitan Maple is treated with Shaw’s own ScufResist™ PLATINUM, which
provides superior scuff resistance. While all woods will scratch or dent, this superb
finish resists the ordinary marks of daily wear. It makes a floor easy to live with …
and on.

Style
SW251
Thickness
1/2" (12mm)
Width
3"
Species
Maple
Janka Hardness Rating
1627
Edge Description
Beveled
End Description
Square
*Cartons may include random lengths

This Shaw hardwood is warranted that
the face surface of this product will not
peel off or wear through for 50 years
from the date of purchase.

And because Metropolitan Maple is engineered, it offers numerous benefits:
•

Can be installed on, above, or below grade in a staple, glue-down, or floating
installation method

•

Made in the USA in Shaw’s state-of-the-art hardwood manufacturing facilities
This product features ScufResist™
PLATINUM – Shaw's extremely wear
resistant UV cured polyurethane finish
with Aluminum Oxide designed to help
resist household scuffing on hardwood
floors.

In addition, Shaw buys from suppliers who practice managed forestry techniques.

Colors
403 Espresso—Browns with high variation, like all kinds of coffee flavors:
caramel-gold to rich brown to silvery grey
503 Double Shot—More monochromatic greys: grey to silver to charcoal

HIGH
VARIATION

This hardwood is rated High with
high color and character variation
within each box. It is imperative
that hardwood planks from
various cartons be continually
blended during installation to
insure optimum appearance.
This Shaw hardwood
product meets
GREENGUARD indoor
air quality requirements
and is GREENGUARD Children
& Schools Certified.

This Shaw product is Made
in the U.S.A.
403 Espresso

503 Double Shot
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